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In November 1985, as a result of generous sponsorship by the Italian government 
(Ministero degli Interni) and the European Policy Unit of the EUI, a conference 
was held in Florence on "The prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency 
among girls in the EEC: towards an evaluation". Seventy-two scholars and 
practitioners attended, from eleven different European countries. The purpose 
of the conference was to celebrate the United Nations Year of Youth by 
constructive discussion about how and why girls and young women come to the 
attention of the criminal justice and welfare systems, how they are treated, 
and how practices for the care and control of girls and young women might be 
improved.
The value of comparative work of this kind was amply demonstrated both 
theoretically and in terms of policy and practice. The big lack was clearly 
of studies designed and intended for comparative purposes. The 27 conference 
papers collected together in ten EUI Working Papers (of which this volume is 
one) reveal both these strengths and this need.
Theoretically what was surprising and of importance were the similarities 
between countries with very different cultures and political economies in 
the way girls and young women are treated. Their employment prospects are 
everywhere worse; their sexuality is heavily policed by their male and female 
peers, with the ultimate sanction of non-marriageability to a 'good' man having 
the potential of causing both economic and social and psychic pain. The efforts 
of a minority of girls and young women to break out of this cycle appear to be 
policed by state agencies - the welfare and justice systems - although the 
part played in some countries by private (often religious) agencies remains 
to be explored. For other girls non-conformity could not properly be under­
stood as rebellion: but whatever its cause the directions and occasions of 
control were similar.
This cross-nation similarity suggests that a theoretical reduction of these 
constraints in the direction of familial coupling to an effect of capitalism 
or of class structure is not adequate, given the wide variations in political 
economies already alluded to.
The second important similarity which seemed to emerge - although requiring 
much more detailed work before adequate theorising is achieved - is that 
policy in relation to delinquent girls is for some matters based on boys' 
behaviour patterns and career paths. This emerged most clearly in relation 
to British and Dutch ways of dealing with drug offenders, in the contributions 
by Thom and Blom (WP 87/298) . Such policies, being inappropriate, were also
ineffective. But for the most part both court decision making and the practice 
of subsequent sentences were gendered. This, however, seemed to the 
contributors to be inappropriate too. The demand, therefore, is not for 
formal sameness but for appropriate differences in welfare practices in 
relation to girls, based on careful feminist and sociological analysis of 
their life spaces and possibilities rather than on male mythologies about 
the needs and natures of young females. It is to this end that more 
detailed comparative work must be directed - a project which the conference 
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BOOTES TO HUSTLIN3 CAREERS IN TOE U.S.: GENERALIZATIONS FROM A STUDY
OF HUSTLING BY WOMEN IN MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN'*
Eleanor M. Miller, Ph.D.
TOe University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Among female street hustlers in Milwaukee there are three well-trodden 
and occasionally intersecting paths that lead to involvement in "deviant 
street networks." The first is in varied ways related to involvement in a 
particular domestic network; the second stems from the vulnerable position 
some young women find themselves in because they are runaways, and the 
third is the result of drug use. This paper is dedicated to a theoretical 
investigation of the recruitment of young women to "the fast life."
Special attention will be paid to the path via the domestic network because 
it appears to be the one most frequently taken by women who become career 
street hustlers. In addition, the intersection of the domestic and deviant 
street networks, if not directly responsible for recruitment, may provide a 
setting that at the very least allows young women who actually reach the 
streets via an alternate route an important up-close glimpse at hustling 
as a life style. The theoretical discussion will be grounded whenever 
possible in life history data that show just how specific women, typical of 
those who take each of the three routes outlined, were recruited to deviant 
street networks.
Deviant Street Networks
Deviant street networks are characteristic of the street hustling 
scene. By a deviant street network I mean a selection of individuals 
mobilized for specific illicit ends. Such a network has fluid boundaries, 
has no real nucleus, and can be activated for relatively short or for 
extended periods of time. Network activity revolves around all sorts of 
clever scams, but includes prostitution, petty larceny, forgery, credit 
card fraud, embezzlement, auto theft, drug traffic, burglary, and robbery. 
I would argue that only by becoming integrated into one or more deviant
**A more extensive treatment of the issues discussed here and related issues 
may be found in the author’s book, Street Woman. Philadelphia, PA: Temple
University Press, 1986.
1 The definition of a "deviant street network" I use here differs from 
that contained in the work of Cohen by that title (1980) in the following 
way. There it refers to "the relationships between patterns of visible 
street deviance, the police, and the wider ecological and social environ­
ment" and explicitly does not include "the personal social psychological 
interactions among participants of a particular street condition" (4). I 
do not mean to suggest that police officers may not be part of deviant 
street networks nor that I am unconcerned with the wider social and ecolo­
gical environment. However, when I use the term I intend to denote exactly 
that which Cohen excludes. Given the more general work in the area of 





























































































street networks can a street hustler "make a living by a hustle." This is 
especially true for females, who are disadvantaged in terms of illegitimate 
opportunities in many of the same ways that they are disadvantaged with 
regard to legitimate opportunities. Deviant street networks are a source 
of knowledge, protection, control, comfort, and opportunity. Through them 
one may learn how to discover whether or not a potential victim is a vice 
cop by hugging him in such a way as to detect ”his piece (gun) , when a bust 
is "coming down," when an opportunity to make a "piece of money" is about 
to present itself, or whom to go to for health care when your very need of 
it betrays your involvement in some illegal activity. Deviant street 
networks may be a source of socio-emotional support, self-esteem, and 
courage. They may work to coerce an individual who attempts to hustle as 
an "outlaw woman" (loner) to stop or to work in a way that benefits the 
network. They may also seek to undermine the activities of competing 
networks.
2
The Path Via the Domestic Network
Many of the women I came to know well in Milwaukee were recruited to 
deviant street networks through their involvement in particular domestic 
networks. A discussion of the domestic network follows. It is important 
to note here, however, that what seems to be important in determining 
whether or not a young women takes this route is the degree of intersection 
between the domestic network and the deviant street network and, at times 
relatedly, the degree to which parents and/or guardians successfully pro­
tect their daughters from being drawn into those deviant networks. Because 
of the severe limitations that poverty places upon the ability of all poor 
parents and guardians to control the circumstances of their daughters' 
lives, young girls from poor families are more likely to be recruited to 
deviant networks than are those from families that are better off. More­
over, because of the greater presence among poor blacks than among poor 
whites of highly developed and far-reaching domestic networks that often do 
overlap with deviant street networks and because of the relative lack of 
attractive legitimate options, black girls are, I argue below, differen­
tially recruited to "the fast life" of the streets.
By using street gargon here I do not mean to imply that female 
street hustlers "make a living" by doing what they do. Most of them have 
more than just themselves to support as they are also members of a domestic 
network that usually includes their children. Despite claims to the con­
trary, street life offers neither a secure nor a "good" living. Women on 
the street usually are also receiving welfare and may be working a 
"straight" job. Moreover, money must also be paid to a "man" for protec­
tion, emotional support, and often drugs and also to various agents of 
social control including vice officers.
See Steffensmeier and Kokenda (1979), for example, for a discussion 
of the ideas of male thieves concerning the thieving capabilities of 





























































































Several scholars have attempted to describe the emergence and opera­
tion of the social networks that arise among the members of economically 
and politically alienated segments of a highly stratified society (e.g., 
Maher 1976, Bott 1971, Suttles 1968, Stack 1975, and Valentine 1978). Such 
networks appear to come into being as the result of numerous and intersec­
ting individual attempts to achieve some semblance of financial and emo­
tional security. This is accomplished by inducing a sense of personal 
indebtedness in those upon whom one would like to' be able to depend. The 
exact methods employed to achieve this desired state vary as do definitions 
of appropriate and beneficial reciprocators. The choice of method and 
partner, however,-is clearly shaped by systems of stratification based on 
sex, race, and/or caste-like characteristics that coexist and crosscut the 
dominant class-based system.
In her study of Moroccan peasants, for example, Maher describes an 
"institution like 'kinship' or 'marriage' that affects the life of every 
Moroccan woman” (1976: 53). She calls this institution "the woman network" 
and sees it as a response to a lack of economic autonomy and a rigid 
segregation of women's activities from those of men. Such networks, espe­
cially among peasant women, act as buffers against the vicissitudes of the 
market and in a minor way channel the means of subsistence from the richer 
to the poorer members of kinship-based communities. This is especially 
crucial in a segment of the society in which, due to high rates of divorce, 
desertion, migration and death, men cannot be counted on as reliable 
sources of economic and social support for women and children. Moreover, 
because of the extreme segregation of the sexes, neither can women expect 
help from men in pregnancy, illness or childbirth. The methods employed to 
create the reciprocal links in "the woman network" involve a combination of 
sentiment and instrumentality. Because women have a common interest in 
giving high value to their reproductive abilities, as it is one of very few 
sources of power available to them, a woman can expect help from other 
women in all areas associated with pregnancy and childbearing. Simply by 
reciprocating in some small way, such a woman may then establish both 
herself (and her husband) on the fringe of a social circle a bit more 
stable than her own (52-68).
For poor Italian women, in contrast to Moroccan women, marriage is 
forever, and a woman's property is administered by the males in her con­
jugal unit. Women who do not work and have few extra-familial relation­
ships depend much more directly on men, but especially on their children 
for financial security and emotional comfort in their old age and in the 
event of separation or widowhood. With some misogyny, Sciascia calls the 
methods Italian women use to control their children "emotional blackmail." 
In particular he notes that Sicilian women take ages to do things.
Sciascia suggests that: "They want to make their very laboriousness weigh
with other people. It is a way for the Sicilian women to sell her goods at 




























































































The strength of these sorts of networks also obviously vary. In a 
classic study wherein she takes the nuclear family rather than the indivi­
dual as the unit of analysis, Bott (1971) concludes that connectedness 
varies with the economic interdependence of the members of a network, the 
social ecology of the neighborhood in which it exists, the opportunities 
for establishing relationships outside the existing network, the physical 
and social mobility of the members, and their personality characteristics 
(101-111). It is exactly these sorts of factors, which are the direct 
result of physical, economic and social segregation, that promote the 
development of social and economic networks among the residents of the 
urban slums and ghettos of the United States.
The best study of these networks as they meet the survival needs of 
poor urban blacks is Stack's All Our Kin (1975). Participants in what she 
calls "domestic networks" are recruited from among one's personal kindred 
and friends. In contrast to the families described by Bott, domestic 
networks are not visible groups because they have no obvious nucleus or 
defined boundary. However, similar to Maher's "woman network," the cooper­
ation of a cluster of adult females is apparent since a primary focus of 
domestic networks is child-care arrangements (93-94). Whereas the recipro­
cal relationship between female partners in Morocco is almost a client- 
patron one because of the inequality of resources, however, here the 
partners are much more likely to be equals. In addition, although sex 
segregation exists, it is not rigid, and men are members of domestic net­
works as well.
Domestic networks are established as a result of reciprocal obliga­
tions that emerge from the swapping of goods and services over time. The 
set of individuals with whom one has this sort of relationship and to whom 
one may or may not be related by blood, Stack refers to as "personal 
kindred" (44). As already alluded to above, an individual may also be 
drawn into a domestic network through shared rights in children. When a 
young girl becomes pregnant, the closest adult female kin of the girl, or 
of the unborn child, is expected to assume partial responsibility for the 
child. Thus, the father's female kin are potentially responsbile for the 
child's welfare as is the young girl's female kin. If a pattern of reci­
procal activity develops among these possible providers and/or between them 
and the child, a domestic network may result. Thus, as Stack describes it:
In the process of exchange, people become immersed in 
a domestic web of a large number of kinfolk who can be 
called upon for help and who can bring others into the 
the network. Domestic networks comprise the network of 
cooperating kinsmen activated frcm participants' over­
lapping personal kindreds. Domestic networks are not 
ego-centered; several participants in the network can 
recruit kin and friends to participate in domestic 
exchanges. Similar to personal kindreds, domestic net­
works are a selection of individuals mobilized for 
specific ends and they can be mobilized for extended 




























































































Domestic networks are then often in flux. Personnel change with the 
ebb and flow of economic crises and opportunities, changing life styles, 
and vacillating personal relationships. Household composition and obliga­
tions are influenced by these networks. They account for where people 
sleep, where they eat, where their children are cared for, and where they 
chip in for rent, food and other necessities or get bailed out of financial 
and other difficulties. For example, a sudden stroke of economic bad luck 
may be compensated for by means of the cash reserve of a temporarily 
better-off member of one's domestic network. One the one hand, then domes­
tic networks act as safety nets for the poor in the event of a late welfare 
check, robbery, sickness, or other economic or emotional disaster. One the 
other hand, however, they prohibit those who might, through hard work or 
good fortune, achieve some equity and perhaps become upwardly mobile from 
doing so. To disentangle oneself would mean withdrawing one's resources 
from the other ne'edy souls in one's domestic network. In a world filled 
with so many possible economic setbacks, this can be a very dangerous move 
(Stack 1975: 90-107).
Another consequence of poverty, and the adjustment to it that is the 
domestic network, is a relative elasticity of residence patterns. It is 
not uncommon for children in AFDC (Aid to Families of Dependent Children) 
families to grow up in a three generation household (Ladner 1971:60). Even 
when persons move to separate households, their social, economic, and 
domestic lives are so entwined with other kin that they consider themselves 
simultaneously a part of the residential groupings of their kin. In this 
situation, young women who have become mothers and are old enough to 
receive their own AFDC checks sometimes attempt to set up separate house­
holds with or without their children, husbands, or boyfriends. These 
attempts can often by short-lived because of all sorts of economic or 
social contingencies. Welfare regulations, however, encourage mothers to 
set up separate households, and young women desirous of privacy, indepen­
dence and a better quality of life do so. Although it is true that women 
with children have far more economic security than men and women who are 
not linked to welfare through a child, given the possible demands of kin 
and a young women's own possible economic crises, this economic security is 
more of an illusion than a reality. As a result most young females with or 
without children remain living at home with their mothers or other adult 
female relatives (Stack 1975: 122). What results from failed efforts to 
achieve independence, however, as well as from setbacks such as evictions, 
fires, changes of life style, lover's quarrels and fights is a residential 
pattern characterized by relatively frequent moves within a delimited 
geographical area and successive recombinations of household members.
The important role of the black female within these households has 
frequently been noted. Her relative power is surely enhanced by the 
greater success of black females as compared to males in the legitimate job 
market and the crucial role she plays as a link between the household and 
the welfare system. However, both Stack (1975) and Ladner (1971) stress 
the cooperative nature of the relationship between male and female siblings 
who share the same household or live in close proximity. Jobless males, or 
those working part-time or involved in seasonal labor, often live with 




























































































This pattern continues even after men have established sexual relationships 
with women and fathered children. Despite all the literature on the female­
headed household, male relatives, by birth or marriage, and boyfriends are 
almost always around such households as members, boarders or friends (Stack 
1975: 104).
Household composition within this nation's ghettos, then, is complex and 
changes relatively frequently. The physical location of households changes as 
well. Furthermore, both sorts of movements are affected by and affect the 
exchanges and interactions that occur within domestic networks.
Domestic Networks and Deviant Street Networks: The Interface
Although the'majority of the examples Stack provides of the dissipation of 
resources because of the pressing needs of members of one's domestic network are 
of sums inherited, earned as a wage, or obtained through welfare, she seldom 
hints that such sums might have been obtained illegally. Neither does she 
discuss in much depth the fact that individuals may mobilize members of their 
domestic networks not only to face economic and social crises and to take 
advantage of legitimate opportunities, but to take advantage of illegitimate 
opportunities as well. As a matter of fact, this is a very common way for 
youngsters to get a taste of hustling. Valentine argues that in the slums and 
ghettos of large American cities "everyone beyond early childhood has knowledge 
or and at least indirect contact with 'hustling' as a possible alternative 
source of income (1978: 23). Reports about their families by female street 
hustlers in Milwaukee confirm this insight. Women told of fathers who were 
bootleggers and mothers and brothers who "sold a little weed." They also talked 
about sisters and cousins who made money by having sex with neighborhood men. 
"Hustling," then, refers to a wide variety of "unconventional, sometimes extra- 
legal or illegal activities, often frowned upon by the wider community but 
widely accepted and practiced in the slums" (Valentine 1978: 23). It includes 
gambling, bootlegging, buying and selling "hot" goods, stripping stolen cars or 
abandoned buildings for anything salable, shoplifting, and selling drugs. 
Although some community members would object, Valentine feels that others would 
probably also include mugging, burglary, and even armed robbery (24). On the 
basis of life history data gathered in Milwaukee, I would suggest that one could 
probably safely add to Valentine's list purse snatching, prostitution, and 
pimping. However, here, too, it should be noted that many community members 
would not consider such activity part of "legitimate" hustling.
Although Valentine argues that hustling is simply one important ingredient 
of economic life in urban ghettos, and I would not disagree, within a particular 
household such activity is viewed with varying degrees of approval or disap­
proval dependent on a person's age, sex, occupation, religiousity, and the 
activity in question. This leads me to posit a theoretical model in which the 
membership of a household is not seen as a pool of individuals equally ready for 
a hustle. Rather, the intersecting circles of personal kindred, both friends 
and kin, that make up the domestic network may be seen as composed of some 
social circles that are more prone to hustling as an economic source than 
others, even though all may benefit, and, in addition, as cross-cut by another 




























































































what I refer to above as deviant street networks. The fact that most of the 
hustling is done by young people and that males appear to do more than females 
makes the further specification internal to domestic networks plausible as does 
the fact that so many young Milwaukee women reported hiding their hustling 
activities from their parents or guardians. Clear disapproval on the part of 
these elders for hustlers who have become prominent members of their daughter's 
personal kindred leads me to posit the additional set of intersecting deviant 
street circles. One element being injected with this more differentiated model, 
then, is a certain internal social tension and distancing that results from the 
very nature of a domestic form whose existence is based at least partially on 
activity that is disapproved and even rejected by some of the members and on 
links with other social circles whose members are seen as a threat. A certain 
tenuous equilibrium obviously results depending on the degree of intersection of 
domestic and deviant street networks. This equilibrium is possible as long as 
economic arrangements do not lead to situations (e.g., arrests, fights) that 
undermine social bonds. In short, that which makes the economic survival of the 
domestic network possible may also simultaneously threaten its social existence.
The actual members of domestic networks who are more or less actively 
involved in hustling, whether or not it is combined with a "straight" job or 
welfare, then, are usually members of deviant street networks. Deviant street 
networks are linked by them to domestic networks. Moreover, I would argue that 
especially among young adults, there is often a goodly amount of overlap in 
membership so that the ties between domestic networks and deviant street net­
works are often strong ones. At times the two sets of networks support each 
other's existence; at others they are perceived to be and are a challenge. 
Usually, they are curiously a little of both.
After living in a ghetto area of a large northern city for five years and 
studying the economic situation of three families in great depth, Valentine 
concludes that ghetto households must, combine income from jobs, welfare, and 
hustling in order to maintain even a low standard of living and that even this 
combination does not provide for economic security or mobility. A very common 
pattern is for individuals within households to shift from steady employment, to 
intermittent employment and hustling, to hustling alone, etc. This is inevit­
able in a community with disastrously high unemployment and underemployment 
rates not to mention the personal handicaps that this sort of insecurity and 
poverty foster, such as alcoholism, drug addiction, mental and physical illness, 
low educational levels, high birth rates, and temporarily female-headed house­
holds (1978: 119-133).
Although Stack (1975) and Valentine (1978) are concerned with the situation 
of poor blacks in particular and the anticipated and unanticipated consequences 
of the survival strategies they employ, I would argue that the reality they 
describe to some extent fits the situation of poor whites as well. This is not 
to say that race does not make a difference, but to argue that the effects of 
class have a certain homogenizing effect on behavior across races. The domestic 
network as a survival strategy is clearly not as developed among whites. In 
fact, many ethnographers of working class life document its atomistic character. 
Although Rubin (1976) does mention that "neighboring" is an important part of 
white working class life, especially for sex-segregated socializing and occa­




























































































described as the heart of working class life (LeMasters 1975, Gans 1962, 
Komarovsky 1967).
As opposed to a domestic network, an extended family obviously has a 
nucleus and definite boundaries. It may fill some of the same functions, but 
its nature is essentially different from that of the domestic network. More­
over, both Rubin (1976) and Komarovsky (1967) find it rare for individual wives 
and especially husbands to have more than one or two close friendships outside 
the extended family. The intricate dcmestic network of the black underclass 
clearly does not exist here perhaps because the conditions for its emergence 
have been relatively absent; the poverty has never been as sustained or as deep 
for this group, the physical segregation as rigid, the discrimination as harsh, 
the unemployment or underemployment as widespread, the chances for upward 
mobility as bleak. Another major difference is the absence among poor whites of 
highly developed patterns of shared rights and obligations in children. The 
circulation of children as a method of assuring their care, freeing mothers to 
bring in an income, and creating indebtedness is a crucial aspect of the domes­
tic network among blacks. It is interestingly both a reason for its emergence 
and a result of its existence. In other words, the pattern has come to have a 
certain cultural basis in the black community that is lacking in the white. In 
terms of income patterns that shift among various combinations of employment, 
underemployment, unemployment, hustling, welfare, and crime, however, there are 
clear similarities between poor blacks and poor whites in large urban areas.
This is apparent in Rubin's Worlds of Pain (1976) and is poignantly described by 
Howell in Hard Living on Clay Street (1973).
The separate discussion by race of the income producing strategies and 
domestic arrangements of the urban poor should not be taken to suggest that 
there is no interaction between the members of these two groups. Although poor 
whites may squeeze sane little comfort out of the knowledge that at least 
they're not black (Howell 1973, LeMasters’ 1975), poor black, white, and Hispanic 
communities do tend to be geographically close to one another and to be inte­
grated with one another to some extent. As a result blacks, whites, and 
Hispanics do become part of each other's networks. This may occur through 
marriage, sexual alliances, shared rights and obligations in children, or 
friendships that develop in the neighborhood, at school, at work, or "on a 
hustle." It would appear, hcwever, that because of racism and a relative 
absence of domestic networks among poor whites, that the latter are more likely 
to be drawn into black domestic networks than vice versa. Hispanics seem the 
least likely to share domestic networks with either whites or blacks because of 
the isolating and insulating forces that derive from their uniquely deprived 
economic position even as compared to poor blacks, their shared ethnically-based 
subculture, and the fact that they speak a language different from the majority.
The Actual Mechanics of Recruitment via Domestic Networks
Whereas for adults deviant networks may form the basis for the shifting 
composition of domestic networks, among adolescents who are not yet integrated 
into deviant street networks, it is the domestic network that often is crucial 
for the recruitment of a young woman to a deviant street network. The impor­
tance of the domestic network in explaining the proportionately greater partici­




























































































have greater access to one of the three routes to "the fast life" than do white 
women, and, at the same time, they have at least equal access to the two alter­
native routes. The "pull" toward such a life choice is then greater among 
blacks than among whites as is the "push" from a greater number of forces 
working to inhibit access to legitimate opportunities. Although the "push" in 
terms of blocked access to legitimate opportunities is probably even greater 
among young Hispanic women than among young black women and although young 
Hispanic women also tend to grow up in extended families based on real and 
fictive kinship that have some of the permeability of domestic networks and thus 
have a greater chance of taking that route than whites, I will argue in the 
section on drug use as a path to street life that several factors enhance their 
chances of entry as a result of drug use. These include greater traditionalism 
in sex role definitions, patterns of heroin distribution in the United States, 
more circumscribed access to a variety of deviant networks, and certain elements 
of barrio culture'.
As mentioned above, in terms of actual recruitment via domestic networks, 
two variables seem to be of the utmost importance: 1) the degree of intersection 
between the domestic and the deviant network, and 2) the degree to which parents 
and/or guardians successfully protect their daughters from being drawn into 
those deviant networks. Many of the street women in Milwaukee had started quite 
young to shoplift their own clothes, often with young relatives or friends, from 
places like Sears or Penneys. Other members of their households were involved 
in similar activités that brought into the domestic unit items for their own use 
as well as items for exchange or profit. It was not unusual for wcmen to report 
that other household members bought and sold marijuana or cocaine, stolen 
clothes or small appliances, or bootlegged liquor. Even though some in the 
household might be involved in such activities, mothers and/or fathers or guar­
dians usually reacted with disapproval to this sort of behavior on the part of 
their children. When elders would inquire as to where the new clothes came from 
most respondents reported that as little girls they lied. One woman who regu­
larly shoplifted as a way of earning a living as an adult and supporting a 
heroin habit said that she used to tell her mother that she had swapped with a 
friend. A few mothers who were especially burdened with many children and had 
limited funds, were actively involved in hustling themselves, and/or were 
addicts or alcoholics would simply ignore the new acquisitions or issue a 
warning. One mother who discovered that her daughter had been sleeping with 
neighborhood boys for money simply said: "Girl, you're moving away too fast. 
You're gonna get your ass in some real trouble when you get 18." Other young 
girls did little or no hustling on their own or in groups as juveniles even 
though they saw it around them. Many of these had strictly enforced curfews and 
were forced to attend church frequently. This pattern didn't mean that these 
women didn't become involved in deviant street networks. It did mean that they 
didn't become involved in them directly via domestic networks, however. Another 
pattern that will be discussed below is one that results from attempts on the 
part of parents or guardians to limit their daughters interactions with negative 
influences in the community to a degree that is clearly far from the norm. This 
may have been a pattern throughout a girl's childhood or may have been initiated 
with the onset of puberty. In either case, one reaction to these sorts of 
limitations is running away which, ironically, may be an alternate route to 




























































































As opposed to involvement in deviant activity either individually or with 
friends as a young teen, most of the women who may have been said to have taken 
this route describe first getting recruited to deviant street networks in the 
tenth or eleventh grades when they were about sixteen or seventeen years old. 
Even when this activity did begin to be engaged in on a regular basis, however, 
again it was usually kept from elders as long as possible. Many parents and 
guardians only found out or had their suspicions confirmed at the time of the 
young girl's first contact with the police or even her first arrest and confine­
ment in jail. In short, recruiters were rarely those directly supervising these 
young women. Even when parents or guardians were actively involved in hustling 
themselves, their disapproval as well as a certain age-grading and specializa­
tion of deviant networks generally prevented parents and guardians from being in 
the same networks. Rather, recruiters were older siblings or step-siblings, 
cousins, or young aunts or uncles or the personal kindred or friends of these 
relatives. It is'important to note that slightly older domestic network members 
who were also deviant street network members sometimes did not encourage young 
women to get involved in "the fast life," however, and, indeed, at times are 
reported to have discouraged it. Especially older kin or fictive kin who, for 
whatever reason, were seen by themselves and by the potential recruit as at 
least informal guardians appear to have acted on occasion as gatekeepers with 
regard to the entry of young women into a deviant network. A girl who appears, 
then, through words or actions, to be interested in becoming a part of a deviant 
street network of even fleeting duration may be encouraged or discouraged. This 
seems to be dependent on her prior relationship with the potential recruiter, 
the commitment of the girl to becoming involved and the perceptions of the 
gatekeeper with regard to how inevitable it is that she will at sane time live 
"the fast life," how appropriate the intended activity is thought to be for 
wcmen in general and for her in particular, the risk of the intended activity to 
her person and her future and how much of an asset or debit to the enterprise 
under consideration she will be. Because of such reservations, young women 
often appear to be recruited by people who are less likely to have such reserva­
tions because they are marginal or newly recruited to the domestic network 
thanselves. Recruitment by both kin and more marginal domestic network members 
occurs, however.
Parents and formal (but not necessarily legal), guardians I spoke with and 
observed were overwhelmingly opposed to "the fast life" for their children no 
matter what their race and stressed the merits of education as the key to 
economic success. Informants also generally reported that this was the message 
they had received throughout childhood. This confirms Ladner's similar finding 
in her study of poor black female adolescents in St. Louis (1971: 93, 139). 
Moreover, this was the case even when they themselves were currently, or had 
been at one time engaged in some form of street hustling. Rather, the perme­
ability of the domestic network as compared to the white extended or nuclear 
family is, I believe, an important reason why black women take this route more 
often than white. No matter to what lengths parents and guardians go to keep 
their children untainted by street life, the greater boundedness of extended or 
nuclear family forms seems automatically to provide greater protection. The 
very system that may be responsible for household survival, then, may promote 
the initiation of young adults into a generally disapproved way of life simply 
by exposing them to more possible recruiters to deviant street networks. Within 




























































































or an abundance of protection can be offered by parents or guardians is one of 
the key factors in determining the chances a young women has of being recruited 
via her own domestic network.
Often the initial recruitment as well as recruitment thereafter was 
described by women as rather low-key and off-hand. Just as someone might 
approach a group chatting in a kitchen to ask for help in moving a newly 
acquired couch into an apartment in exchange for a beer or simply as a gesture 
of friendship, so might someone be asked to help lug copper tubing pilfered from 
an abandoned building in exchange for a share of the profits or to help sell 
some stolen merchandise or some marijuana in exchange for a portion of that 
which was being sold. Furthermore, to be asked to participate in that which is 
forbidden children and might be risky was often taken as affirmation of adult 
status and competence. This was true even if a young woman realized, as one of 
my informants did-, that her brother just needed her to help him cash a stolen 
check because the payee was a female and he needed the money quickly to make a 
drug deal. When he observed that she didn't get flustered when he took her to a 
bar to cash the check, he offered to teach her how to make money "passing 
paper." He showed her how to recognize income tax refund checks through the 
slits in mailboxes and how to pop the locks on those that had been so secured.
He explained to her that this work was only seasonal, but that these checks were 
easier to cash than welfare checks. Most of the people who would cash a welfare 
check in the community were suspicious of new faces or checks payable to women 
with names unfamiliar to them. When a friend of this brother's needed someone 
to be his accomplice in credit card fraud, this fellow volunteered his sister.
In this fashion, deviant street networks develop, and, after having been 
passively recruited, the young woman herself may recruit a sister or a friend to 
engage in the newly learned activity. When I met this particular woman, she had 
just been released from prison for forging a series of checks issued by the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury (IRS). Her brother and her girlfriend had been 
convicted of the same offense.
It is interesting to note that a girl's juvenile status, depending on the 
illegal activity contemplated, may also be a factor in her recruitment to a 
deviant street network. Street hustlers are aware of the sort of sentence one 
is likely to receive given a particular record. They are also very aware that 
juveniles will be treated more leniently than adults for those offenses for 
which hustlers are most often charged. This means that someone with a record 
may try to recruit an interested minor with no record or a briefer record to 
hustle with. It also means that an older man with a lengthy record who does not 
want to work a "straight" job may decide to recruit young women without records 
to work for him. This gives him a rather safe and reliable way of making money 
illegally even though he has a lengthy record. The two may agree ahead of time 
that the minor with or without a record or the young woman over 18 without a 
record will take the rap should they be apprehended. The young woman, whether 
because she is a minor or because she has no record, will probably get a sus­
pended sentence or probation and the recruiter may go free. The risk, of 
course, is that in some instances the adult may be charged with contributing to 
the delinquency of a minor or, perhaps, with soliciting. Either charge would be 
less serious than the charge that would probably have been the person's lot had 
they continued to hustle actively themselves. One woman I spoke with described 




























































































business was diversified; each of the women hustled in a different way. One was 
a prostitute; one a booster; and one a drug dealer. He thus had a steady source 
of income and his risk was minimal. His only concern was controlling the women 
who worked and lived with him. This he did with sex, money, emotional support, 
drugs, and occasional brutal beatings. The differential treatment accorded 
juveniles is also a serious consideration for women who have reached 18 whether 
or not they have juvenile records. In many cases Milwaukee street hustlers at 
least said that they were less willing to take risks when they reached majority 
than they were when they were minors. In no case did this consideration put a 
halt to their hustling altogether, however.
Childbirth as a Variable in Recruitment
Although many of the informants had done some free lance hustling in their 
early teens, getting actively involved in a deviant street network inplies 
engaging in a variety of hustling ventures usually with others on a fairly 
regular basis. It rests on one's ability to organize one's life, at least for a 
while, around hustling. This takes a degree of time and freedom that very young 
teenagers usually do not have. Moreover, it involves a redefinition of self 
that is usually not easy for someone who is being defined by her status as a 
high school student as well as by her significant others as still a child. This 
pattern tends to occur, then, slightly later in these girls' lives, often after 
the birth of a first child. This event is particularly important because for 
many of the women it meant both an actual and a symbolic change in status. 
Symbolically, as Ladner pointed out in her study of black adolescent girls in 
St. Louis: "If there was one common standard for becoming a woman that was 
accepted by the majority of the people in the community, it was the time when 
girls gave birth to their first child. This line of demarcation was extremely 
clear and separated the girls from the women" (1971: 212). The importance of 
this event for the entry, especially of young black women, into deviant street 
networks is that it lessened the legitimacy of rules advanced by parents and 
guardians who tried to set limits on the activities of these young women.
Efforts at social control were, thus, to a certain degree, automatically under­
mined. In actuality, depending on the girl's age, the event also meant that she 
was eligible to collect her own AFDC check. This often allowed her to attempt 
to get her own apartment. Another possibility is that she would move in with 
the father of her child or a current lover at this time whether or not she was 
still a minor. Thus she was also able to be physically distant from the sources 
of external social control. At this point the young woman is in a very vulner­
able position because of the loosened ties to parents and guardians and because 
her welfare check or the income provided by her lover, it soon becomes clear, is 
not the key to independence she may have thought it was. She may be having a 
hard time making it financially and may be feeling a bit tied down at a time 
when she expected to feel for the first time a measure of independence. This 
may be true even if, as was often the case among my informants, she is getting a 
great deal of help with childcare from her mother or other older female rela­
tives. It is at this time that the Milwaukee street hustlers I came to know 
seemed especially likely to get really involved in "the fast life." Even if the 
welfare money was being collected by the guardians or mothers of these women 
because of their status as minors and they were not able, alone or with a lover, 
to get their own apartments, the symbolic content of this event seemed to loosen 




























































































illicit behavior within the context of a deviant street network than was engaged 
in previously. If the pregnancy meant, as it did for most, that the young woman 
dropped out of high school and did not return, it also meant that the source of 
self-definition and day-to-day involvement was also suddenly absent. Such women 
often tried to get "straight" jobs, but soon found, if they had not discovered 
it before pregnancy, that the street had more to offer in terms of income, 
independence, and excitement (as well as risks) than the dead-end jobs they 
could land. As Mildred, a woman who after having a miscarriage returned to 
school at her mother's insistence only to graduate four months pregnant, said:
I thought by graduating everything was gonna be OK, you 
know, cuz that's what they tell me, you know, cuz, like I 
got a high school diploma; hey, I made it. I'm a free 
woman; I'm of age, you know; come on here. I had a son to 
support, you’know. I had to make money even quicker. I 
don't know if they looked at it that way. Um, I just 
figured, God, I'm never gonna be able to get a job. Then 
the job they was offerin' me . . .  . oh, I can't work for 
this less money. You got to be crazy, I said. There's a 
faster way out there. I worked for $1.67 from February to 
April, $1.67 at Marc's Big Boy (a fast food chain), and I 
think that was really against my constitutional rights. But 
I didn't have no choice. I need a job and I grab it. And I 
thought: I'm not gonna work for $1.67; I'm not! I told 'em 
... I said: "Damn. This is 1979. What is this here?" It 
was a trip. They don't know what they doin' to these young 
women with their job cuz ... it don't make 'em workin' any 
harder; it don't. It makes 'em want to get it faster. You 
might meet somebody you're waitin' on one day, gives you a 
wink and telephone number . . .Or come on up to his 
apartment, or I got a better position for you upstairs. I 
did.
It is important to note that many young women in this situation do, indeed, 
settle down at a "straight" job and/or continue in school. Several factors may 
facilitate this outcome as opposed to having the birth of a child push the young 
woman closer to a career on the streets. Although I had little contact with 
young women from this same community who were straight, one can hypothesize that 
again the degree of intersection between the girl's domestic network or house­
hold and deviant street networks and the ability of her parents or guardians to 
protect her trom negative community influences, as well as her own assessment of 
her potential based on her past performance in school and/or the quality of that 
first job certainly are important variables. I would also venture to say that 
there's a certain amount of chance involved. Even though the women I spent most 
of my time with had opted for the streets, some of them did have "straight" 
siblings, step-siblings, etc. One woman, Diane, who had five siblings and 
step-siblings and whose mother had been in Taycheedah ( the Wisconsin state 
penal facility for women) when the children were young described a family joke 
that centered on such a situation:
When I was little I lived with my mother's legal guardian.




























































































grandmother. All of us except for one child has been in 
trouble with the law. My sister was in Taycheedah; my brother 
was in Waupan . . . all of us was in jail around the same 
time. The only one that didn't get in any trouble was my 
little sister. She's the balanced one in my family. She's 
twenty now. She's so upstanding. Do you think she'd get in 
trouble? She wouldn't do anything. Like all of us, my 
mother and me like to smoke a little weed now and then. And 
my little sister, she don't even smoke cigarettes, let alone 
weed. She also don't drink . . .like when I was pregnant, 
oh, she used to put up with me. I was terrible. She would 
never get pregnant 'till she got married. There's a joke in 
our family that they brought the wrong baby home from the 
hospital.
It is obviously possible for young women who are unmarried to have a first child 
and become more settled because of it. It is also possible for sisters to react 
differently to having a child themselves or to the idea of having a child. (One 
must not forget here that two sisters may, and often do, have different domestic 
networks and that this is especially likely if there is a great deal of 
difference in their ages.) The important point to be made here is that the 
birth of the first child often did seem to be a turning point in the lives of 
Milwaukee street hustlers.
The recruitment of one particular informant illustrates very well how the 
birth of the first child may loosen parental controls. It also highlights the 
importance of the intersection of domestic and deviant street networks. Loretta 
was one of ten children. She was 27 when I met her and had been an active 
street hustler for eight years. She had no juvenile record although she does 
recall playing hooky from school. Her mother died when she was 14, and her 
father was caring for the family. She complains that he was grumpy and didn't 
approve of any of his daughter's boyfriends. She says of this period in her 
life:
I was just missin' school, you know, tryin' to pass on just 
once a week, get my subjects done . . . .  I would always go 
to my morning class but then after lunch—  that was 
playaround time, especially if it was a class I didn't like.
I was missin' school and doin' everythin'. Daddy use to 
tell me, particularly on Sunday: Don't play hooky anymore."
Particularly on Sunday he'd tell me I couldn't go to the 
basketball game. And when it way my birthday, I went, you know.
My birthday was always around the time of a basketball 
tournament. And I went. And he couldn't stop me. So I decided 
after a while what I was gonna go ... I wanted to get pregnant.
I didn't just get pregnant. I wanted to get pregnant to settle 
down.
Loretta transferred to a school for pregnant high school students shortly 
after he son was born. It was her mother's dying wish that her children should 





























































































I moved on my own. And I took care of my son, got on 
welfare and then when I saw he was gettin' older and me and 
my family, daddy and than wuz cornin' back closer together—  
cuz they all was upset cuz I moved— then eventually I 
decided I would look for me a job and maybe I would find 
someone to keep him. I looked for me a job, and I found a 
job, and T got the lady to keep him that used to live in the 
projects with 11s before we moved. She kept him, and I paid 
her while I worked. I was workin' second shift. And then 
eventually I met this guy that wanted to be a pimp. That's 
how all this started. I met him. He had got out of the 
House of Corrections from being there two years for driver's 
. . . revocation of his license or something . . . and, uh,
O.K., my cousin was already going with his brother ("going 
with” implies he was her pimp), and my oldest brother had 
already been in the House of Corrections (drug dealer), and 
this guy that I eventually went with . . .  my brother told 
him about me along with the guy's brother that went with my 
cousin. And, so, when the guy come out, he come to my house 
cuz me and my cousin wuz tight, and I eventually started 
goin' with him. I ended up bein' his prostitute, whorin' 
for him . . . .  He had been into burglary and other things 
before. He had never pimped, but he wanted him sane whores.
When I met Loretta, she had just finished serving time for knifing to death 
a woman she had been in a fight with. During her career on the streets she had 
been a prostitute, carried a concealed weapon and trafficked in weapons, 
recruited other wanen to work as prostitutes for "her man" (to be her wives-in- 
law) , stolen cars, sold drugs, been a pickpocket, a till-tapper, a robber, and 
an embezzler. She sometimes had straight jobs during this time, and she con­
tinued to collect welfare during much of this period. Even when she was on the 
run from local authorities, she continued to send money to her father and 
sisters for their support and the support of her son. Loretta's story is 
typical in every way but one. She claims to have deliberately planned her first 
pregnancy. No other informant claimed to have done that, and I have reason to 
suspect that even her pregnancy was not as planned as she suggests. Loretta is 
also older than most of the women 1 came to know. She is probably near the end 
of her career as a street hustler. She is too old to be marketable on the 
streets as a prostitute and further arrests would carry very severe penalties 
for her.
For young women who are recruited into deviant street networks as 
Loretta was, involvement in hustling may come to be just one of the ways in 
which they contribute to their own support, the support of their children, 
and the well-being of their domestic network or extended family. Here, 
acquiring money, goods, and services by means of a hustle may simply be 
part of everyday living.
Running Away as a Route to Deviant Street Networks
A national survey of runaways indicates that in 1975 about 733,000 youth ran 




























































































years old who was absent at least overnight without parental permission. The 
study also indicated that about half of the runaways that year were girls (47%), 
that runaways were more likely to come from low income families than from the 
middle or upper part of the income distribution (the rate was about 40% higher 
for adolescents from low income families), that racial differences in running 
away were slight (white-2.9, black-3.2, and Hispanic-4.6), that household having 
two members, usually a parent and a child were much more likely (5.1%) to have a 
child run away than households having four persons (1.9%), and that the highest 
rate (7.1%) occurred in households of eight or more persons (Opinion Research 
Corporation 1976).
Brennan, Huizinga, and Elliott, researchers who have done a great deal of 
work on runaways, have through multivariate analysis generated a typology of 
runaways (Brennan 1980: 198-203). They feel that there are two general classes 
of runaways. Class I is defined as not highly delinquent and, in general, not 
alienated from family and school. They tend to have, on balance, positive 
motivations for running away including a desire to explore, to meet new people, 
and to have new experiences. They do not appear to be very different from 
nonrunaways in terms of alienation from parents or schools nor do they appear to 
be more delinquent. The literature in this area seems to suggest that about 
one-fifth of runaways are of this type (Wattenberg 1956, Walker 1975, Brennan, 
et.al. 1978, and Libertoff 1980). Class II is characterized as "delinquent, 
alienated runaways" (Brennan 1980: 200). Although there are several types 
within each class, generally speaking, this second category includes two groups. 
First there are those adolescents who are obviously alienated from school, feel 
parental control is too restrictive, have had quarrels with parents or teachers, 
and have been involved in a variety of delinquent activités alone or with peers. 
This group is usually thought to be the largest category, accounting for perhaps 
75% of the total (Nye 1980: 5). Second, there are what have come to be called 
in the literature "pushouts." These youngsters have been told to leave by 
parents or abandoned. There are no exact estimates of the size of this group, 
but it may be about 5% of the total (Butler 1974).
Most runaways do not run far or stay long. The national survey referred to 
above found that 20% traveled less than a mile and 52% less than ten miles.
Only 18% traveled farther than 50 miles. Forty per cent had returned within a 
week and 84% were back within a month. Nine per cent were gone up to six months 
and 5% had not returned at the time the national survey was taken (Opinion 
Research Corporation 1976). Many runaways who cannot or do not want to live at 
hime find life in the streets no better, and alternate between returning home 
and going back to the streets (Nye 1980: 5).
About half of the sixty-eight female hustlers I obtained life histories from 
described running away from heme as an event critical to their recruitment to 
street life. When compared with women recruited via domestic networks, these 
women tended to have fewer kin or fictive kin who made a living as part of 
deviant street networks and more siblings and step-siblings who earned an income 
exclusively or almost exclusively from "straight" jobs. They were also more 
often clearly middle class in their origins and, curiously, more often from 
families that held a sort of pariah status in the community. As opposed to 
entry into "the fast life" directly via the domestic network, the dynanics of 




























































































effect noted in the national survey of runaways cited above, appear to favor 
neither blacks or whites. In terms of the typology proposed by Brennan et.al. 
(1978), all of the women who were recruited to deviant street networks by this 
route would be categorized as Class II runaways. Although Brennan et.al. indi­
cate that most "pushouts" are boys from lower-class families, same of these 
women clearly had no choice but to leave their families and, thus, are also 
properly classified as "pushouts."
There is a surprising consistency in the themes that echo from the stories 
these women tell about the situations that precipitated their leaving heme.
Many felt that, for one reason or another, they were singled out among their 
siblings and step-siblings for special treatment. In many cases there is reason 
to believe that this may have been so because they were the only child a mother 
had had by a man other than the man who fathered the rest of her children, for 
example, or they strikingly resembled some lover of their mother's that she 
would rather forget. One weman felt that she was clearly her parents' "pick” 
and that that status caused her brothers and sisters to treat her badly as a 
result of their jealousy. More typical is the following statement:
When I was little, I was always the one that was odd. I 
always did things. My mother said that I was blackhearted 
and that I was evil. And she told me that constantly. And 
they used to call me— I was the darkest one in my family—  
they used to call me "blackie" and "darkie." I was very 
insulted and sensitive. I got my feelings hurt and always 
ran to my father for comfort and my grandmother.
Even if they did not feel that they had been chosen, for whatever reason, to 
be the recipient of some uniquely negative treatment throughout childhood, the 
majority of the women felt that, especially with the onset of puberty, their 
activités were restricted in a way that their siblings' or step-siblings’ or 
peers' were not. In most instances the restrictions described were put into 
effect when parents perceived that their daughters probably had become or were 
likely to become sexually active whether this was with someone the parents or 
guardians approved of or not. Concern about poor performance in school and/or 
generally disruptive activity in school including tardiness, drug use, fighting 
and truancy was also seen as meriting increased control of young fanale changes.
Jeanne's description of her relationship with her parents from about 
junior high on illustrates this pattern very well. When I met Jeanne she 
was 24 years old, married, and the mother of three children, the first of 
which had been put up for adoption. She was waiting to be picked up by the 
police at any moment for some recent forgeries that she knew had been 
detected and she was quite certain that she would be sentenced for a rather 
lengthy period to Taycheedah. She had a history of status offenses as a 
juvenile and an an adult had been involved in shoplifting and forgery on her 
own and in fencing stolen property and credit card fraud with her husband 
and friends of his. She describes her conflicts with her parents this way:
I had a happy childhood up to the age of about 15. When I 
was growing up I always had nice things, nice clothes, nice 




























































































whatever I wanted before I started getting in trouble. Then 
I started having problems. That's when it all started, 
after I was 15. Then I started wanting to do a few things, 
and my parents just didn't seem to understand, but now, or I 
should say when my brother was born, they're a lot more 
lenient on him. They let him do a lot then they ever let me 
do. But I think they kinda learned off me, too, and they 
seen what happened to me. My parents were just totally 
against Dave. That's what it was there, you know. And, 
well, my father is a real stinker and, you know, school and 
report cards . . . and if I got a "C" or "D" in somethin', you 
know, I was grounded. I was grounded half my life with him. 
Every little thing, you know. You're grounded.
Me: Did you skip a lot of school?
No, well, yeah, a little bit. When, you know, I got in 9th, 
10th grade, I started, you know, going outside for lunch, 
and friends would come up in their cars and say "Come on, 
Jeanne, let's go." 0.K. It didn't take much to talk me into 
sanethin'. They put me away in detention a couple a times 
for a couple a weeks at a time because they considered me 
uncontrollable and because they didn't like Dave, the man 
I'm married to now. Any, you know, every time they'd catch 
me at lunch hour at McDonald's or sanethin' they'd have the 
police pick me up at night and take me away. So, then, I 
ran away from heme. Dave came with me. We were gone like 5 
months. We stayed a couple a places and then at my 
cousin's. We were dealing a lot of drugs and stuff. I was 
pregnant at the time when they caught us. They put me in 
Boselyn Manor and then that baby they made me give up for 
adoption. Then my father said I could come back if I 
wouldn't, you know, do all these things. And I was not 
allowed to see Dave again. I said: "No way." So I went to
live with my mother's sister until I turned 18. Then I 
married Dave.
Me: Why didn't they like him?
Because he was, well, at first, I don't know, they just 
didn't like him and then he went to Wales (state institution 
for boys) for car theft, he and a bunch of guys from school. 
They just felt he wasn't the type of person I should be 
with. Maybe they were right in a way. But they were too 
strict, you know. My friends could go out 'til, you know, 
10:00 or 11:00 at night, you know. And I just wanted to do 
things, not that I was doin' wrong things out there, just 
that they were really strict. And you just can't tell 
somebody they can't see somebody cause, if you do, they're 




























































































because your mother and father say: "Don't go see him"
. . . you're gonna sneak and go. It would have been a lot 
easier if they would have just accepted the fact.
Drug Use as a Route to Deviant Street Networks
Although many of the women I spoke with had serious drug and alcohol 
problems, very few describe substance abuse as that which caused them to 
become involved in deviant street networks. Soft drug use may have been a 
contributing factor because it established certain behavior patterns and 
attitudes that made experimentation with drugs, such as heroin, seem less 
deviant. When experimentation developed into dependence, it increased the 
woman's attachment to the street life and decreased the possibilities that 
she would leave it. Drug use probably also increased the likelihood that 
these women would come in contact with people who led street lives. For 
some of them, such people already were part of their lives, however, in the 
persons of users, if not dealers, who were members of their own households, 
domestic networks, or neighborhood households. Many young women talk about 
smoking marijuana or taking "speed" with siblings, step-siblings, young 
uncles, aunts, cousins, or friends, but none spoke of being introduced to 
heavy drugs, such as heroin, in this way. On the contrary, several 
mentioned having been discouraged by slightly older household members (some 
of whom were users), from ever getting involved with "hard drugs."
The overwhelming majority of women with serious substance abuse 
problems developed them after they were already immersed in "the fast 
life." This should not be surprising given the very young age at which 
most of these women started breaking ties with home and becoming involved 
with "men." A repeated observation found in the literature on substance 
abuse among women is that males are the carriers of illegal drug-use 
patterns to females. This is principally because the control of the 
illegal distribution of drugs, especially heroin, is in the hands of men 
(Bowker 1978b: 65). Even in households where women were recruited by their 
own brothers to participate in selling marijuana or pills, forging checks, 
or prostitution, they were not introduced to hard drugs in this way.
Rather, there is evidence of rather strong norms against such 
introductions. These norms are strengthened by the fact that recruitment 
of this sort is not income-producing and may, in fact, be a further drain 
on household and personal resources.
The few women for wham substance abuse was the route to involvement in 
deviant street networks (three of the Hispanic women interviewed might be 
placed in this category as well as four whites and three blacks), were 
never completely integrated into these networks. The social world of 
deviant street activity and the social world of the addict are to a certain 
extent distinct and incompatible. The chaos that can pervade the lives of 
addicts, at least episodically, precludes their ever being more than 
peripheral members of deviant street networks. Powerful structural 
conditions insure that many features of the addict's life style make such a 




























































































Women for whom substance abuse was the route to involvement in deviant 
street networks, were at first only marginally part of these networks.
They and/or their boyfriends were dealing to members of networks or buying 
from members. Young women not otherwise involved in street life who had 
recently been introduced to the use of narcotics (usually by their 
boyfriends), tended for their first real involvement in hustling to occur 
when they or the men they were with could not, for one reason or another, 
supply the amount of drugs or kinds of drugs necessary to keep them from 
getting "a Jones" (withdrawal symptoms). If the men they were with were 
dealers, it was possible for this situation to be quite a long time in 
coming. If, for seme reason, these men left them, overdosed, or were 
arrested, it was possible for such women to became major dealers 
themselves. More often, this was the occasion for the young woman to hit 
the streets to raise cash. It is important to note that very often this 
hustling was done on an individual basis and not as a member of a deviant 
street network, however. The partiepation of such women in street life, 
then, may be rather sporadic depending on the stability of their drug 
source. Intermittent users who are small-time dealers are more likely to 
actually become active members of deviant street networks as opposed to 
sporadic lone hustlers than are women who are heavy users and dealers. In 
other words, although there is a good deal of interaction between women 
(and the men they associate with) who are heavy users and dealers and the 
membership of deviant street networks because the former are a source of 
hard drugs for this membership, the world of the "junkie” is really 
socially and attitudinally a distinct one.
Moreover, offenses such as possession of heroin, are punished more 
severely than most other street crimes. Very often, when addicts are 
arrested, they are forced to participate while in prison or on probation or 
parole in drug rehabilitation programs. Even if a woman is living in the 
community, such programs (as well as lengthy sentences) can place severe 
restrictions on her freedom of movement. Overall, then, even a "man” who 
is a heavy drug user himself will prefer to recruit women who are only 
occasional users.
Not only is it difficult for seriously addicted women to become 
members of deviant street networks, but for women who are members, serious 
addiction may be the first step on the road out of such networks. In fact, 
several of the women I met were attempting to "walk the stroll" as "outlaw 
women" (women without a "man") because no "man" would take a chance on 
them. They were either too "hot" (were under the scrutiny of the narcotics 
squad as well as the vice squad), "used up" (had become unattractive 
because of the life style that accompanies addiction), or too "strung out" 
(crazy, desperate, unreliable). For the woman's part, she in turn, cannot 
afford to share her profits with a "man." In addition, she derives fewer 
benefits from street life and is exposed to more dangers than other women 
because she is not part of a deviant street network.
The only time she may be allowed to participate in the usual round of 
exchanges of information and social and emotional support that is the focus 
of deviant street network membership is before she's "used up" and when 




























































































she may prefer, if she has the education and social support, to try to get 
a "straight" job.
In short, when the addict most needs the deviant street network, she 
has the least to give it and is, in fact, perceived as a threat to it.
Thus, she is spurned, exploited, or accepted only warily by its membership. 
On the other hand, when she needs it least, it's there for her. In 
addition, whereas most street women are "in the life," for economic 
reasons, because it affords them a certain (albeit ephemeral) independence, 
for the excitement, or because of the persuasiveness of a "man,” addicts 
are in it not as a career in and of itself, but as a means to an end, a 
"score." In a very real sense, such a woman may not have the requisite 
career commitment. She may even feel, as one woman did, that that sort of 
activity is beneath her even though she has stooped to it when her need for 
drugs was very great.
One case illustrates the entry and contact pattern very well. Kathy 
is a twenty-six year old, white woman who has had three children. She put 
her youngest child up for adoption, and her first child lives with her ex- 
husband. She has two younger sisters and an older brother. None of them 
has had a run-in with the law although two of them are very occasional drug 
users. At the time of the interview she was awaiting transfer from the 
House of Correction to Taycheedah (state penal facility for wcmen). She 
had been convicted of multiple forgeries.
Kathy seems to have gotten involved in problematic drug use following 
a particularly traumatic domestic crisis. She did not have a juvenile 
record, was never truant, and never ran away. She started using marijuana 
and barbiturates shortly after her parents divorced. She was twelve years 
old at the time. Her father was a truck driver with a serious drinking 
problem. Her mother was a housewife. After the divorce, her mother was on 
welfare for several years, but has worked outside the heme since that time.
Kathy remembers her parents having terrible fights when she was a 
child during vhich her father would beat her mother. She recalls being 
exceptionally upset about their divorce. She blamed her mother for 
divorcing her father— with whom she had been very close— and fought 
bitterly with her about this. After two years of smoking marijuana and 
taking downers, Kathy started shooting heroin with her boyfriend who had 
also been providing her with the other drugs. Soon she was also dealing. 
Ibis continued until she was a senior in high school. She describes this 
time in the following way:
I went to Catholic school. I made it to the twelfth grade 
About two months before I graduated, I got hepatitis from 
shooting dope. I ended up in the hospital. That's when my 
mother first found out I was shooting dope. The doctor told 
her that was the only possible way I could have got it 
because it was serum hepatitis . . . .  Wall, okay, I met my 
husband about nine months after I got this hepatitis and 
went with him for a while and then I busted up with him.




























































































just turned nineteen and I started shooting again. We got 
married and everything was going real well for us. But the 
dope got into the act, got into our lives. And soon after 
that happened we ended up splitting up. It was just that 
there was nothing left for us. I mean sexual desires 
weren't being met. we didn't care about each other as much 
as we did the dope. The dope always came first.
Kathy's ex-husband has since stopped dealing and using. He's told Kathy 
that he doesn't want anything to do with her as long as she uses heroin. She 
wasn't able to deal and use without him, however. Her habit was $200 to $300 a 
day. Although she was never caught, she earned money as a prostitute and by 
forging checks and dealing. During that time, she was marginally involved in 
deviant street networks, mainly ones with significant drug dealing and use among 
their shifting membership. Her most recent child was fathered by a man who was, 
at the time we spoke, in a state correctional facility for armed robbery. She 
claims that he doesn't "do drugs," and that, in fact, he didn't conmit the armed 
robbery. Information from other sources, however, leads me to believe that he 
is deeply involved in deviant street networks in Milwaukee. If Kathy does link 
up with him when they are both free again, the chances of her becoming involved 
in deviant street networks herself are quite high, while the chances of her 
staying clean are very slight. Both of these people will have expanded their 
circle of acquaintances who have at one time been members of deviant street 
networks while they are in prison.
Those, like Kathy, for whan substance abuse was the route to at least 
sporadic involvement in deviant street networks tended to be white or 
Hispanic rather than black as mentioned above. The total number of 
Hispanic women I spoke with was only four. My research findings, however, 
are congruent with those of Joan Moore (1982). The heavy involvement of 
Hispanic street women in narcotics is beyond dispute. Moore finds 
narcotics' dealing and use to be an intimate part of barrio culture in East 
Los Angeles, her research site. A similar situation seems to exist in 
Milwaukee.
Women are introduced to narcotics' use by boyfriends, but also by 
girlfriends. Whereas it seems to take a family crisis or some other major 
disruption in household organization to propel both white and Hispanic 
women into heavy use, Hispanic women seem more likely to be introduced to 
hard drug use within their own extended households. The difference between 
Hispanic women and white women seems to be a matter of availability and the 
strength of competing norms governing use. Not only are the norms against 
use, especially among peers, weaker for Hispanic women, but the values that 
foster use are deeply embedded in the culture with which the young woman is 
likely to be surrounded. In addition, the fact that a major source of 
heroin in Milwaukee as well as in L.A. is Mexico means that there is 
automatic availability of the drug in the community in which the young 
woman resides. The pattern of intermittent lone hustling for the already 
seriously addicted woman and the deeper involvement in deviant street 
networks of the occasional user/small-time dealer seems to parallel the 
pattern found among white wcmen. if the relatively small proportion of 




























































































technique, and I suspect it isn't, it may be attributed to the fact that 
they tend to be recruited to "street life” earlier than either whites or 
Hispanics via other routes: that is, before drug use becomes problematic.
Incest as a Factor in Running Away and Drug Use
My initial interviews did not contain any questions on incest or 
sexual abuse generally, but several young women described incest as 
something that led to running away or drug use. In subsequent interviews, 
then, when women described household situations in which they had been 
physically abused by men or situations in which the main source of familial 
conflict was between a young woman and her father, stepfather, etc., and it 
seemed appropriate to ask the questions, I did. By this very unsystematic 
method, 2 cases of incest were uncovered among the white women (8%) and 8 
among black women (20%). All but one of these instances of incest seemed 
to have precipitated running away or problematic drug use and promoted . 
recruitment to "the fast life." One black woman had a sexual relationship 
with her father whan she had not known as a child but whom she tracked down 
after she had already been hustling for a number of years. At the time, 
the woman was running from the police and her father lived out-of-state and 
offered her refuge. This was the only instance where the sexual 
involvement seemed to have been entered into voluntarily.
Although my data on this topic are neither systematic enough nor extensive 
enough to draw any conclusions from, my hunch is that this is a much more 
important factor in patterns of running away and drug use, and thus, in recruit­
ment to deviant street networks than is generally acknowledged. It is also my 
belief that the experience of emotional distancing during sexual contact that 
incest victims often describe is too like the psychological state described by 
prostitutes when they are servicing a trick for one not to be a sort of rehear­
sal for the other. In those cases, sexual exploitation on the street seems but 
an extension of sexual exploitation in the family.
The important point to be made here is that incest is probably a 
contributing factor in the recruitment of young women to deviant street 
networks. In addition, it is a factor that needs to be taken seriously and 
examined more closely.
Although a possible link between incest and running away has been noted 
before in the literature, it has usually been interpreted as but an unconscious 
psychological construct, a manifestation of the girl's "unresolved oedipal 
feelings," or seme such. In other words, the reality of the incestuous activity 
has been challenged. My data lead me to believe that in many cases the fear of 
incest is more than simply an unconscious one. As a matter of fact, two of the 
male relatives described lay Milwaukee informants as sexually abusive were con­
victed of having incestuous relationships with more than one young woman in 
their households. Nor is such behavior found exclusively within the 




























































































The Three Recruitment Routes
Young women in Milwaukee are recruited to deviant street networks in 
three different ways: through domestic networks, by running away, and as a
result of drug use. The route via the domestic network is most often taken 
by poor black women, while the route via drug use appears to be oft trod by 
poor Hispanic women. The route via running away, however, seems to be 
available to young wcmen with little regard for race, ethnicity or social 
class.
The separate consideration of each route is not meant to suggest that 
in every case one can say without hesitation which particular path was 
followed. At times there is a certain blurring of the structural 
conditions that seem to indicate one pattern with conditions that indicate 
another pattern and the actual recruitment involves so many deviant 
activities all being engaged in seemingly simultaneously that it is 
difficult to say just what the recruitment route was. Theoretically, a 
young woman may have a highly crimogenic domestic network, be a habitual 
runaway, and be well on the road to becoming an addict all at the same 
time. Although this mixed pattern was observed, a causally dominant route 
was usually discernable. The point is that there may be more overlap in 
the behaviors actually exhibited and the structural conditions that 
appeared to have promoted than than the separate treatments offered here 
suggest.
The phenomena described here that seem to be of especial importance 
are a set of structural conditions that account for a certain race effect. 
It is clear, for example, that black fanales participate in deviant street 
activity in Milwaukee to a degree that far surpasses the proportion of the 
city's population they constitute. Although it is impossible to estimate 
what proportion of women "on the hustle" in the city are black, my guess 
would be that it is well over half. The over-representation of black women 
is especially striking when one considers that of the people living in the 
Milwaukee SMSA in 1976, only 8.2% were black (Edari 1978: 86). If active 
involvement in prostitution is an indicator of participation in deviant 
street activity generally, this observation is consistent with Cohen's 
ecological study of street prostitution in New York City in which he 
estimates that about 45.3% of prostitutes there are black (1980: 65).
Given the number of poor white wcmen who could wind up on the street 
and the number of poor black women with that same potential, far more black 
women than white women seem to actually make the trip. It has been argued 
in this chapter and the last that one possible reason for this is that 
black women have a greater number of avenues open to them that lead to the 
street than do white women, with Hispanic women located somewhere in 
between. Black women have access to all the routes available to other 
wcmen with the addition of what seems to be a rather well-traveled route, 
the route directly via the domestic network. Hispanic women, it would 
appear have available to them the route open to white wcmen and also are 
more likely than whites to have the routes via drug use and extended 




























































































afforded a certain degree of protection from being recruited via sane of 
these routes that is afforded neither black nor Hispanic women.
There is another interesting way of making the same observation. It 
is the organization of households among poor blacks into domestic networks 
that promotes the recruitment of young black women directly to deviant 
street networks. It is often a situation of household disorganization, at 
least as it is indicated by intense conflict between young women and their 
caretakers, that is most likely to promote the recruitment of white and 
Hispanic women to deviant street networks, however, via running away and 
drug use. The impetus that the women who take these routes derive from 
familial conflict affects young black women as well. Their actual 
recruitment, then, resembles that of white and Hispanic women to the degree 
that they are not members of familial networks that extend to the streets. 
TO the degree that they are, these networks may play an indirect role in 
their recruitment. At the very least, they may provide a refuge for young 
black women who sever their ties to their immediate caretakers. More often 
they also are the context within which initiation into "the fast life” 
occurs. Whether the intersection of domestic and deviant street networks 
provides direct or indirect access to the street, however, they do afford 
young black women greater opportunities for being recruited to deviant 
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A D e s cription and Interprotation of
Pr os titution of Young Women in Bilbao
by
Rosa An drieu-Sanz and Carmen V a squez-Anton
INT RODUCTION: TUK V M I.bENT POSITION OF THE DISCUSSION A B O U T 
PR OSTITUTION IN S P A I N
When the theme of prostitution is discussed it is not often that 
one sets beyond the stereotype of the nocturnal scene in a low 
class area. As if 1 he prostitute were always slinking along the 
wall, w e a ring a mini skirt and a cloying perfume; these discussions 
are u s u ally limited to facile sermons or spectacular and somewhat 
mo rbid accou nt s of the way of life of these women.
In June 198^ we 'h ad  the chance of carrying out a sociological study 
of this phenomenon, which added a new perspective to the 
theor et ica l- pr ac ti ca l project which we have been pursuing in our 
inv es ti ga ti on s into the reality of women's lives. Through these 
studies we have discovered and analysed the various models which 
so ciety has established. Entering the world of prostitution 
prov id ed  us with the keys to the one and only model which is always 
implied by the majo r negative definition of what it means to be a 
w o m a n .
At present dis cu ss io n in Spain concerning prostitution is mainly 
ce ntred on the quest ion of whether or not it should be considered 
to be a job or pr ofession comparable to other salaried occupations. 
Those involved in this discussion have been, on the one hand, 
official institu ti on s such as local councils, Governments of 
Auton om ou s Communities, the Institute of the Woman (Ministry of 
Culture): and on the other, the feminist movement, some political 
par ti es  and trades unions, and finally, the prostitutes themselves 
through the medium of some of their collectives.
The two most important themes under discussion are the establishment 
of the legality of prostitution and the situation of the prostitutes 
with regard to social security. With regard to the former issue, the 
Legal Decree of Ab olition of Prostitution of 1956 is still in force; 
this envisaged the closure of public establish ments where prostitution 
was carried on; to this have been added criminal penalties against 
proc ur in g and the encouragement of p r o stitution and the application of 
pros ti tu te s of the law against Social Tmperilment of 1970 which definec 
pr ostitutes as a social peril to be subject to measures of control and 
to be liable to be imprisoned in centres of re-education; and in 
addi ti on  it took away their residence permits etc. In practice this 
law was ap plied in a flexible manner and was characterised by a 
ce rtain pe rm issiveness and arbitrariness in its execution.
In the various conf erences devoted to this problem, and from a 
di stinctly pe rmissive point of view, acknowledging the need for 
these legal measures to be abolished, the following suggestions have 
been made: an increase in the penalties for those who make a living 
as pimps with special emphasis on those who exploit juvenile 
pr ostitutes; the rigorous application of the nationality laws; 
social security measures and the improvement of services in shanty 
towns; and finally, the carrying out of campaigns to appeal to the 





























































































From another point of view, the recognition of prosti t u t i o n  is urged 
as a form of work existing in the service sector, and it is suggested 
that re gu lation of their conditions of work should be established 
similar to that which already exists for those who are in salaried 
jobs, and this would acknowledge the right of prostitutes to social 
security, retirement pensions, payments for sickness and unemployment, 
as well as the right to form trades unions.
Each of these ap proaches forms a platform for debate in official 
institutions, in the feminist movement, the political parties, trades 
unions and pros ti tutes collectives.
WHEN SEX IS AN OB JECT OF COMMERCE
It is a common pl ac e that sex is sometimes for sale and this idea is 
closely linked with the exchange for money of the sexual services of 
a woman for any individual man. Socially p r o stitution is identified 
with  female prostitution, which does not mean that the male variety 
does not exist, but that it is particularly in connection with women 
and only when all the terms of the definition are taken into account, 
that it acquires its full social meaning; that is to say, a mode 
of behav io ur  which by its very nature flouts the clearly defined 
rules con ce rn in g the relationship between the sexes as limited to 
affe ct iv e- sex ua l interaction which is institutionalised in the family. 
And thus pr os ti tu tion serves as a bulwark of patriarchal ideology.
From this point of view other realities which have certain features 
in common wit h pr ostitution are not, nevertheless, to be defined in 
the same way; this is so even when sex which is the object of 
commerce is substituted for some other activity, or when the agents 
themselves are changed. Thus for example, when it is the man who is 
a prostitute, the social significance of this fact is not the same, 
neither is it the same when the woman sells her strength in a form 
of work or intellectual production to another woman or to a man; 
even when we are talking about marital relations reduced to the 
exchange of sex on the part of the wife for the salary of the husband, 
the definition does not apply because the fact that this is focused 
on a single man breaks the absolute requirement that in the case of 
prostitution the relation with the client should be impersonal and 
easily interchangeable. That is to sty, our emphasis is not placed 
on whether these activities are as uuestionable as that of prostitution, 
but on the expl an ation of the causes, the m a n i f e s t a t i o n s , etc., in 
short on its social meaning.
Although as is well known prostitution "is the oldest profession 
in the world", it has never been considered nor is it now considered 
as a profe ss io n amongst others; but it continues to be defined cis an 
individual mode of behaviour associated with and utilised as an 
archetype, useful as a source of moralising and directed exclusively, 
and not by chance, against women; even though it is both men and 
women who are the actors. Even though the archetype of the 
prostitute is bas ically constructed around a form of sexual relation 
bet ween a man and a woman it goes further than this, and embraces 
traits of character, expectations, forms of thought and modes of 
inter-relation, and of course of life. In this way, the traditional 
prototype of the prostitute is a woman who uses her sex and her body 
as an object of commerce in relations with men, thus satisfying male 
sexual desires; she therefore does not carry out the proper tasks of 
a woman, nnd shows an irresponsible, rebellious, dominating, 
i n d o m i t a b l e , ambitious character, without any scruples and totally 
a m o r a l .




























































































necessary to take into account first of all, that every reality 
has both a positive and a negative connotation established by the 
dominant ideology; and in the second place, that at the present time 
there co-exist in Spain different models of womanhood, one related 
to traditional society and others to modern consumer society.
In the traditional model of womanhood the prostitute is defined in a 
neg at iv e way since she transgressos one of those fundamental 
associ at io ns  which owe their existence to a patriarchal ideology 
wh ich is also traditional: the association female sexuality - 
af fe ctivity - mater nity is replaced by female sexuality - commerce; 
this pa tr ia rc ha l ideology sustains both sets of associations, and 
pro vi de s their common basis, i.e. the definition of the woman in terms 
of her sexual function. Nevertheless, in flouting the rules 
p r ostitution does not bring about a contradiction, for it helps to 
m a i n t a i n  the sexual morality which is in force by limiting the 
de finition of sex to the relation of penetration b e t w e e n  a man and 
a woman; it also reinforces the .status quo by p r o viding the woman 
with a negative model which is not to be imitated, since the mother 
is an asexual pe rson in contrast to the prostitute who concentrates 
wi thin her se lf  a whole realm of sexuality; and for man, it confirms 
that his se xuality is different, it is not limited to paternity or 
af fectivity, but is to be defined as an instinct which it is 
nece ss ar y to satisfy.
Although, at first, the category of sexual m o r ality may seem to be 
app li ca bl e only to modes of behaviour thus narrowly defined, it in 
fact embraces and embues all the features which taken together form 
the tr ad itional model of what it means to be a woman, precisely 
be cause she is being defined through her sexual function. In this 
way, dependence, passivity, and fidelity, which stand out cis her 
posit iv e qualities, come to form part of the social definition of the 
char ac te r of the woman. Living in a state of dependence is a 
per ma ne nt  chara ct er istic which obtains throughout her life, first 
in re lation to her parents, then to her husband and finally to her 
sons; passi vi ty  influences the way she participates in public life 
and to a large extent in the taking of decisions and the carrying 
out of act ivities in private life; and fidelity goes bey o n d  the 
sphere of matrimony, reaching out to all the individuals that make 
up the circle of re lations of the marriage (sons, family of origin, 
and pol it ic al  f a m i l y ) . From this perspective the w o m a n  may act out 
her life only wi th in  the restricted environment of the private sphere, 
with a clear def in it ion of limits without any possibility of going 
be yo nd  these limits; restricted to fulfilling only the roles of 
mother and wife, in a relation of dependency with regard to man, 
to such a point that she is not even the mistr ess of her own 
sexuality.
The ma in tenance of this morality requires a negative definition which  
embraces all types of behaviour deemed to transgress the morality, 
and thus the arc he ty pe of the prostitute is applied to all those 
wo me n who in one way or another fail to live up to the norm, even 
though they do not use their sex as an object of commerce. This is 
cl early seen in the use of the term "whore" applied to women who are 
unfa it hf ul  to their husbands, or who go out at night, or who decide 
not to get ma rried while m a i ntaining sexual relations with one or 
many men, or' who enjoy sex without having children etc. Since this 
kind of behav io ur  is p o t entially destructive of the moral norm, it 
is ne ut ral is ed  to some extent by being lumped together with 
prostituti o n •
Together with this view of womanhood and prostitution, the 




























































































which, alth ou gh  the woman is still defined by means of her sexual 
function, imply a qualitative change which has repercussions on the 
way that p r o stitution is considered. Amongst these conceptions, one 
is bec om in g dominant in opposition to the traditional view, now in 
decline; this newer conception of womanhood is built on the basis of 
the pr inciple of equality with man, which implies a clear change in 
the st ructure of sexual domination. The c o nception of woman, 
therefore, no longer rests solely on her role in the private sphere 
in the context of the family, but also on her partici p a t i o n  in 
public life, ma in ly in the workplace.
To this way of thinking it seems absolutely fundamental that authority 
and org anisation on the social level should be shared, that there 
should be no n- egalitarian co-operation in family relations, less 
su bo rdination of the woman to the man; but also that the wo m a n  must 
partic ip at e in social life; that matrimony and maternity should be 
defined as her goals, and that domestic work should be assigned to 
her •
Implicit in this v i e w  is the more active partici p a t i o n  in sexual 
re lations of the woman, who thus comes to adopt forms of activity 
wh ich were previousl', linked to the male role. However, sexuality 
co ntinues to be defined in the context of heterosexual relations 
and penetration, and femininity is associated with affectivity but 
not with maternity. The sexuality of the w o m a n  is recognised although 
it can only be fully realised in an affective and stable relationship 
with a man. P r ostitution thus retains a negative c o nnotation because 
it has br oken the link with affectivity and repudiated the intimacy 
which is its c o n c o m m i t a n t , in order to transform sex into a public 
as well as a commercial object. The wo m a n  who lives in this way 
comes to symbolise an incapacity for leading a well ordered life in 
congenial circumstances; she represents coldness and irresponsibility.
Althoug h this model is coming to be the dominant once, there is a 
third way of seeing the matter which has come into being more 
recently, wh ic h clearly is linked to the presuppositions of 
consum er  society. There are a number of strands central to this 
pe rs pective and they are as follows: the absolute requirement that
the woma n should share social power on an equal footing with the man, 
the supre ma cy  of the sphere of her public life, the maintenance of 
balance in private Jife, and a recognition of female sexuality 
almost as an instinct. But even from this point of view prostitution 
once agai n receives a negative connotation due to its commercial aspect.
In analy si ng  the phenomenon of prostitution it is necessary to take 
into account these more positive definitions of what it means to 
be a woman, since prosti t u t i o n  represents the shadow image of each of 
thesd qualities, and this may be done in terms of corresponding 
rea li ti es  which are clearly distinct on© from another. Thus, there 
are different types of prosti t u t i o n  according to the socio-cultural 
context in which they take place, the w a y  it is done, and the type 
of pro st it ut e who performs this role.
A so ci o- cultural context makes reference to concrete geographical 
spaces, and is characterised by a specific style of life and by its 
own social, economic, and cultural conditions.
The ways pr os ti tu tion is done may be distinguished by such criteria 
as the rela ti on  between the activity of the prostitute and every day 
life in the urban zone, the kind of actors who are involved, the 
mode s of be haviour with regard to: the transgressing of socially 
defined values by both men and women, the degree to which the public 
space be comes private, and the degree of normalisation of the relation 




























































































Finally, it is nec essary to take into account the every day life 
of the pr ostitutes, together with their way of seeing the world, 
and t h e ir u n d erstanding of what it means to be a woman and a 
p r o s t i t u t e •
M E T H O D O L O G Y  AND CONCRETE ANALYSIS
The analysis that we present here is the result of an empirical 
inv estigation into the p r ostitution of women, c a r r i e d  out in Bilbao 
during 19 8/4 and 1985 i and which was funded by the Instituto de la 
M u j e r  (Ministry of Culture).
Alth ou gh  this study focuse s almost entirely on the youngest 
prostit ut es , we did not entirely neglect prostitutes of other age 
g r o u p s .
The m a i n  goal was to be able to interpret the phe n o m e n o n  of female 
p r o stitution in a society such as we have in Spain, at present in a 
state of transi ti on  from a traditional world to a new consumer 
society. This made it necessary to discover the elements which are 
linked to this transition, and to observe a p a t tern in order to give 
them meaning. For this reason the most suitable approach is a 
qual it at iv e one, which implies using techniques of information  
gat hering which pr ovide information about the daily life of 
pro stitutes and the system of ideas which gives mean i n g  to their 
lived experience as women and as prostitutes. Thus, the concrete 
t e c hniques were: observation and interviews in depth.
The colle ct io n of information for this 
whi ch  corre sp on d to the implementation
study took place in two phases 
of the two techniques selected.
Ob servation
The first of the phases consisted in direct observation of the social 
economic, and cultural conditions which provide the framework for the 
act of pr ostitution in those areas where it takes place, as well as 
the di fferent kinds and types of activity occuring in these places.
By this me th od  we obtained knowledge of the precise spatial-temporal 
limits of the p h enomenon (the concrete places and times in which it 
took place); the co ntent and structure of every day life in the 
dem arcated zones; and finally, the elements that define the act of 
prosti t u t i o n  on the basis of the infrastructural conditions, the type 
of agents involved, and the interpersonal b e h aviour which took place.
With these few points in mind, observation was carried out in three 
diff er en t zones of the city of Bilbao:
a) the ghetto (the Chinese district), a zone with prec 
bound ar ie s and an infrastructure in a precarious state 
prosti t u t i o n  takes place in the street;
b) the interm ed ia te  zone outside thé Chinese district, 
areas of pr os titution cictivity can be found in working 
perip he ra l parts of the city, with minimal infrastruct 
p r o s t i t u t i o n  taking place inside clubs;
c) the central zone, made up of specific prosperous si 
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O b s ervation as a technique took place in the natural environment 
of the actors being studied, following a more or less flexible plan 
of activity. It was a means of obtaining exact records of the 
situations which define the act of prostitution; and although 
ever yt hi ng  that happened could not be recorded, and it was not 
possib le  to relate absolutely all the situational details, 
neverth el es s to a great extent the naturalness of events was 
preserved; and this represents our intention to " f r e e z e ” reality so 
that it may be studied more easily. In this way we managed a first 
appro ac h to the reality of prostitution, identifying a setting for 
it and relating it to every day life as it occurred in the zones 
where these ac tivities were being observed.
The kinds of data we gathered were both objective and subjective; 
they were not an interpretation but a description of the situation 
and context in wh ich p r ostitution flourishes, and recorded carefully 
the sequence of 'events leading up to it.
Two kinds of observations were employed. The first of these provided 
very concrete behavioural data, which were also very manageable 
for the purposes of c a tegorisation and analysis; the second involved 
reco rd in g impressions of the general atmosphere, enabling us to 
relate appa re nt ly  isolated events together and place them in context.
Ob servation was carried out in each of the three zones indicated, 
both in the street and in specific indoor places.
In order to obtain data taken from different times in the day, the 
timetable for observation was arranged in the following manner:
morning, 9 to 10, 12 to 1
aft er no on ^ to 5, 7 to 8
night 10 to 1, 1 to ^
This timetable was followed both on working days and on holidays, 
completing for each zone a full description of a working day and a 
holiday, and inv olving a total of 80 hours observation. Each spell 
of observ at io n took place on a different day, so that there were 
sufficient vari at ions to enable us to make generalisations.
The data observed were immediately edited and w r i tten up in our field 
diaries, taking care not to change the chro nological order of events.
Analys is  co nsisted in the preparation of three different types of 
data set in which the frequency with which similar events occur is 
shown. In the first set, data were recorde d which give a general 
impre ss io n of daily life in the zone, noting where the most important 
act ivities took place, as well as the kinds of behaviour and 
relation sh ip s wh ich existed between the most typical actors. The 
second data set referred to the concrete situetions obtaining in each 
zone but was not immediately connected with the act of prostitution  
itself. We recorded the sex, age, and appearance of people in the 
area, and also the kinds of things they did and where they did them. 
The third and final framework we elaborated categorised information 
about the elements which together define an act as prostitution 
in a concrete situation. We recorded descriptions of the physical 
settings in which prostitution occurred, with regard to the kind of 
space and the conditions of the infrastruct ure there; we recorded 
the people who participated - in particular their sex, age, and 
appearance, what they did, and the relation ships which were 




























































































By co mparing the data obtained, it was possible to establish, isolate, 
and descr ib e in its elements, the various forms of activity involved 
in pr os titution; this was absolutely vital for the second phase of 
investigation.
Interview in Depth
A second technique, the in depth interview, was used in order to 
collect information about the every day life of prostitutes. Thus, 
inte rv ie ws  were ca rried out with prostitutes themselves, selected 
on the basis of our observations referring to the different forms 
of activity. In all. fifteen interviews were carried out with as 
ma ny pr ostitutes, six of whom were less than twenty-one years old, 
and these interviews lasted roughly an hour and a half.
The inter vi ew  is a very useful means of linking data about the 
experi en ce s of the prostitutes with our own conceptual classifications  
T h e refore the order in which the themes and questions arose was not 
arr an ge d beforehand, but rather followed the natural rythm of the 
conve rs at io n,  so that the interviewee vras able to pass freely from 
one topic to another, as they were associated in her logical schema# 
Thi s in itself pro vi ded information about her cognitive schema. 
Fur thermore, open questions were asked, so that when the interviewee 
e l a borated her reply in accordance with her own major points of 
reference, she also provided us with information concerning her 
conceptual system, as well as her level of knowledge and the degree 
to which she was able to elaborate an idea with regard to the theme 
bein g treated.
By this mean s we were able to collect both experiential data through 
the narr at iv e of her life, and also about the implicit models that 
existed in her mind with regard to the series of roles in which she 
pa rt icipated as a wo man and a prostitute. The themes dealt with in 
the interviews were prostitution, salaried work, personal relations, 
family, maternity, and social security. These themes were interpreted 
both at the level of the p r o s t i t u t e s * own experiences and in terms 
of the cognitive st ructures which they unconsciously revealed.
In the int er vi ew  ob jective data were also compiled: about age, civil 
status, place of origin, area of residence, income, level of education 
etc. Other data collected had to do with the structure, content, and 
context of the wo men's everyday lives. Finally we recorded the 
langua ge  of the interviewee, both with regard to the kind of 
voca b u l a r y  she used and its level of abstraction.
The inter vi ew  thus made it possible to delve into the motivation, 
feelings, and thoughts of the wo m e n  that live by prostitution, which 
is ver y ne cessary to arrive at a suitable interpretation of the 
fact of pr ostitution as a social phenomenon, although the latter goes 
bey on d the experiences of the main actors.
The Three Cultural ^ odes and Qontexts of the Prost i t u t i o n . o f  Young 
Wom en
The yo unger wome n wit h whom this paper is particularly concerned  
were found in each of the three zones. These zones roughly 
cor responded to three distinct cultural modes of prostitution.
The traditional context is provided by the Chinese zone, which is 
extr em el y impoverished. Here prostitution is the axis around which 
the entire every day life of the zone revolves; the "endoculture" 
or cultural mode of prostitution to be found here reflects the 




























































































phenomenon, and prostitutes as concrete individuals, have been 
subjected.
Here prosti tu ti on takes place publicly and it is easy for 
the external observer to identify both prostitute and client by their 
appe ar an ce  and behaviour. The contact takes place in the street 
and the woman is clearly offering herself as a sex object.
There is no personal implication whatsoever between prostitute and 
client. Here the prostitute makes public space private both on the 
individual and the collective level.
Wi thin the ghetto two types of p r o stitution should be distinguished. 
One type revolves around the fact of prosti t u t i o n  itself, and the 
other relates to the cycle prosti t u t i o n  - drugs - delinquency.
It is ma inly older women who participate fully in the first 
endoculture, but there are also some young wo m e n  who work in the same 
places and have * a more or less close contact with this world. Their 
every day life is similar to the one led by the older prostitutes; 
their wo rld of relationships is restricted to people connected with 
the act of prostitution; pimp, client, and female companions. Their 
social origins are on the margins of society, since most of them are 
daughters of pr ostitutes, or young gypsies from families that are 
themselves marginal. The fact that they have grown up in the Chinese 
zone pre-su pp os es that they will adopt the ways of thinking which 
cha ra ct er is e the traditional endo-culture of prostitution. Thus, 
they have grown up to associate sexuality with money, although it is 
possible to find among them different definitions of maternity, 
sexuality, salaried work, the family, and the other realities which 
impinge upo n their lives, now that the influence of religion has 
decli ne d and they are thus able to see new’ possibilities for women. 
Being a pr ostitute affects every aspect of the lives of these young 
women, since this is the essence of their s e l f - i d e n t i f y .
In this same "twilight zone" of the Chinese ghetto there are other 
elements that, without being essential to the act of prostitution, 
neverth el es s are interrelated and linked with it in its second form 
to provide the cycle p r ostitution - drugs - delinquency, as a new 
reality firmly established as part of this system. This second form 
is typical for the youngest group of prostitutes. They are young 
her oi n addicts who participate fully in the endo-culture generated 
by this cycle. That is to say, their world is principally one of 
drugs, and it is around these that they structure their every day life 
and their personal relationships, and on the basis of drugs that 
they construct their self-identity. P r o s t i t u t i o n  is of secondary 
importance to them, being no more than a source of income which is 
nec essary if they are to continue being dependent on drugs. They 
take to pr ostitution w h e n  their need for heroin increases and their 
level of consumption-and the consequences that flow from this - 
cannot be met by the salary they receive from working - their job 
always being one which requires little or no qualifications. They 
come from working class families, generally immigrants, although 
they hove now become independent of their families. The main  
elements in their world view are, on the one hand, a total rejection 
of the traditional form of life, and on the other, the need to find an 
individual escape, wh i c h  is met by heroin. Any means which leads 
to this end, including prostitution, is deemed to be good.
P r ostitution has a different form in the second $ype of area, where 
it takes place in clubs in working class and peripheral areas, or in 
Ame rican bars and massage parlours in the centre of the city. Young 
prosti tu te s are also to be found here where p r o stitution is carried 




























































































privacy, in the sense that it is not so noticeable in the every day 
life of the zone, being carried on only at certain times and in 
specific places, which are nonethe less recognised as places of 
prost it ut io n.  In spite of the fact that this behaviour still 
transgr es se s the implicit norms of womanly cond uct the relationship 
whi c h  develop s wi th the client is closer to that considered normal 
between a man and a woman, since the personal involvement in such 
contact is muc h gre at er than in the first type. The degree to which 
pu bl ic  space becomes private, on the other hand, is much reduced 
because there are no strict limits established for the two sexes.
If here prosti t u t i o n  as a social fact has become peripheral, its 
effects on the pr ostitute herself emerge in a unique w a y  in the 
persona l relat io ns  of the private sphere• In these places we meet 
wome n who, in the rest of their daily lives, live out different 
realities, governed by a set of concepts w h i c h  is clearly distinct.
On the one hand, one can find prostitutes who structure their daily 
lives in ac co rdance with their work, considering it as a profession, 
owin g to the informal work relations maintained with the owner of the 
esta bl is hm en t in wh ic h they work, and the s e p aration of their working 
life from their private life. Being a prostitute is, however, the 
basis of their perso nal identity. Their family of orig i n  is usually 
wor ki ng  class and quite frequently before they become prostitutes 
they had ex pe rience in low grade jobs, from which they had been 
dismissed; very  often this was the reason why they began to work as 
a prostitute. The basic elements of their v i e w  of the world are as 
follows: rej ec ti on  of any moralistic world view and r e s entment of the 
difficu lti es  that so ciety places in the way of a woman who wishes to live 
independently; on the other hand, they consider  that their work is 
a way of im proving their standard of living which enables them to 
fulfill the tranditional roles of a woman (wife and mother).
There are other wo me n in this second context who become involved 
in p r o stitution only  from time to time, and this fact does not 
impinge upon their daily lives, and has no effect on their self- 
identify; ra th er  it is integrated into a completely distinct way of 
life tn the de finition of which p r o stitution contributes nothing. 
P r ostitution in this case signifies a swift and easy way of 
obta in in g mo ney to satisfy a passing need for an object of 
consumption. These are middle class women, generally students, who 
whil e studying live separate from their family, even though they 
might be econom ic al ly dependent upon them. In many cases they have 
obta in ed  occasional w o r k  looking after children, giving various 
classes, etc.; they see p r o stitution as having much the same 
si gn if ic an ce  as the other activities. Their v i s i o n  of the world 
is free from moral pre-conceptions, and they advocate a change in 
in te r- personal rel at ionships which would affect both family life as 
well as the status of motherhood, and in genera l all affective 
r e l a t i o n s h i p s .
Finally, there is a new type of prostitution which is not marginalised 
or me re ly per ip he ra l to society, because it is surrounded by sufficient 
social, economic, and cultural resources to protect it. This takes 
place in pubs and di scoteques in the centre of the city, and it is 
a more private form of activity. It is integrated into the every day 
Jife style of the area in a way which is not defined as prostitution, 
but rather as simply another kind of public relationship. It is 
not easy to unde rs ta nd this form of activity since neither its public 
de finition nor the behaviour of its actors offers sufficient elements 
to enable us to ident ify a clear flouting of the social norms 



























































































the sexes. This type of prostitution is c h aracterised by a high 
degree of personal involvement between the prostitute and the client, 
in which the economic element predominates, and the fact that public 
space is not privatised. Such p r o stitution is integrated into 
society, and is not recognised as such even by the women who act in 
this way. Their personal identification is based upon their work 
role, whe th er  it be as student, secretary, or a dependent, etc.: 
thus p r o stitution is defined as a leisure activity which prorides 
them with  access to a world of relations and consumption that their 
living standard does not usually permit them to enjoy. Their 
out lo ok  is based on a conception of the mod e r n  and independent woman 
who aspires to realise herself through her family and her profession, 
and in this economic well being has a fundamental part to play.
PRO ST IT UT IO NS  FROM THE MARGINS OF SOCIETY TO INTEGRATION
38
The nature of prostitution in Bilbao is now clear. What is 
imme di at el y striking is the variety which exists, and this is 
refl ect ed  in the differences, not only of the specific ways in 
which it is carried out, but also in the ways of life and thinking 
of the prosti tu te s themselves; which in turn is related to the 
differing degrees of marg i n a l i s a t i o n  to which they are subjected.
The co- ex is ta nc e of these realities is only explicable if we take 
into account the process of transition of a traditional society to 
a consume r society based on an ideology that does not destroy the 
basic fu ndamentals of the former, but provides them with a different 
meaning. In this way, the traditional role of the woman, sexuality, 
and int erpersonal and social relationships are being re-defined, 
giving the fact of prostitution a different meaning, which results 
in its taking place in new contexts and for different reasons.
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an increase in and a 
outside this zone, 
of this way of life 
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ion of women.
The key to the in terpretation of this phe n o m e n o n  is to be found in 
the expa nd ed  definitions of the terms ’prostitution' and 'woman'.
The me an in g of p r ostitution in traditional society is quite 
different from that wh i c h  it has in consumer society.
In the former the social order is interpreted and founded on Catholic 
morality, where ev erything is deemed to be good or evil in a single 
and fixed way so that reality is dichotomised. As far as women are 
concerned, the pro stitute provides a negative definition which 
transgresses the moral law to such an extent, based as it is on a 
def inition of se xuality as something sinful, that the only possibility 
that is open is for the prostitute to be remo v e d  to the periphery of 
society. No global interpretation of the phe n o m e n o n  of prostitution 
would be possible in this type of society without taking into account 
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For its part, consume r society breaks with the dichotomous view, 
adop ti ng  a broader spectrum of reality and meaning; this is reflected 
in a gr eater tolerance of sexuality, and in a diversity of potential 
roles for women. This results in the re d u c t i o n  of the stigma applied 
to pr os titution, whic h now no longer n e c essarily entail marginalisation 
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In the final instance, the meaning which prosti t u t i o n  has here is 
due, on the one hand, not so much to the narrowness of the conception 
of the role of the woman as to the economic aspect which arises from 
the d i sequalibrium bet ween the expectations aro used by the system 
and what is actua ll y possible; and on the other hand, it is due to 
the prestige con fe rr ed mainly on the man w h e n  he participates in a 
circle of public relations devoted to leisure, independent of any 
familial framework.
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Fro m all this it will be clear that, faced with the need to 
interpret and adopt a clear attitude to the p h e nomenon of 
prostitution, it is necessary to pay attention, not only to the 
va rious forms that it might adopt at any given moment of time, 
but, more fundamentally, to the elements which comprise each one of 
those historical manifestations, and to the significance that is 
assigned to these elements by society. If$ as we have seen, the 
explan at io n of the phenomenon of p r ostitution is to be sought in 
the de finition of woman provided by the patriarchal ideology, on 
the basis of her sexual function, the concrete form that it takes 
in each type of society is directly related to the social structure 
of that society.
T o abolish p r ostitution would require a definitive and radical 
change in the definition of women, which wou l d  only be possible if 
this change affected society as a whole, both with regard to its 
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